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• As a theologian and a medieval poet, he is worldwide known – of course he is, open 
an encyclopaedia and you will see…- Isaac de l’Etoile was edited in the prestigious 
collection “Sources Chrétiennes”.

• Isaac was born in England at the beginning of the 12th century. He was a foreigner 
who settled at l’Etoile Abbey next to Archigny after brilliant studies in Chartres. His 
studies turned him into both a man open to other cultures and a man deeply rooted 
in Poitou.

Isaac de l’Etoile School Complex
62 rue du Porteau - CS 70019 - 86001 Poitiers Cedex
Tel. +33 5 49 50 34 00 - accueil@isaac-etoile.fr
www.isaac-etoile.fr

To be content of what we have seen, means in itself, 
lose what we stop looking for”.
Isaac de l’Etoile, 12th century Cistercian Abbot 

• As a brilliant theologian and thinker, he knew how to 
defend his ideas and friends against the then greatest 
political power. He was the friend of the Archbishop of 
Canterbury who was murdered in his cathedral; because 
of this, Isaac was persecuted by Henry II Plantagenet – the 
second husband of Eleanor of Aquitaine.

• He was a great Christian, founded the Notre-Dame des 
Châteliers Abbey on the Ile de Ré. Isaac was also the friend 
of the Bishop of Poitiers – Gilbert de la Porrée – who also 
had been his teacher.

• To finish, with other theologians among whom Abélard – 
the Abélard in Héloise and Abélard – he was at the origin 
of the cathedral schools that would later become the first 
universities in France.

Make ta len ts  sh ine
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1854 Opening of the Jesuit College Saint-Vincent-de-Paul 
that would become the Collège Saint-Joseph in 1864, and 
then the High School Les Feuillants in 1980.

1689 Opening of Collège Saint-Stanislas

1956 Opening of the Vocational High School Le Porteau

2005 Merger between the Catholic Teaching Management 
Organizations of Saint-Stanislas, Les Feuillants and Le 
Porteau. The three schools are now managed by only one 
management organization the OGEC Poitiers-Nord

2007 Validation of the name of the new educational 
institution by Mgr Albert Rouet, Archbishop of  
Poitiers: Isaac de l’Etoile

5 December 2008
Laying the foundation stone
of the School Complex Isaac de l’Etoile

2 September 2010
First school year as Isaac de l’Etoile

20 January 2011
Inauguration of the Isaac de l’Etoile School Complex
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T he School Complex Isaac de l’Etoile that you are going to discover is an educational 
facility that proposes various courses – junior high school; senior high school; general, 
technological and vocational high school; higher national education; professional license; 

training centre- but it is also a school that pays much attention to the pupil/student as a person 
in itself. Everyone is considered in human-sized wings. Pupils and students go through a diversity 
and complementarity of the courses, which is an enriching experience.

Our educational structure is composed of six wings: from 6th to 8th grades, 9th-10th grades, 11th-12th 
grades, vocational school, higher national education and training centre. This makes it possible for 
us to follow the personal and academic evolution of our pupils and students at key moments of 
their courses. Our innovating wing for the 9th and 10th grades provides more flexibility from Junior 
School to High School, by confirming the youth in their knowledge acquisition and their career 
choices.

Our educational programme leads us to build together the School of Confidence.
This school, as a living place full of solidarity and commitment, must make it possible for everyone 
to give the best of themselves. This confidence makes it possible to flourish, cultivate and build 
yourself and so to find your place in our society. The mission of this Catholic school that is 
announcing hope is to accompany the pupils/students and to contribute to their success in their 
entry in the professional world or in higher education.

Respecting, welcoming, motivating, accompanying, stimulating, 
listening, empowering, committing yourself are strong actions that 
we are leading here with all the actors of our programme: teachers, school 
staff, cultural and sports associations, companies…

I invite you to know our school complex better through the educational and 
pedagogical axes that are developed in this brochure. I hope you will enjoy 
reading this document and will join us in our programme…

Philippe Misery,
School Complex Headmaster
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Personalizing
A behaviour leading to consider every pupil/
student as the person he is and will become:a 
unique person who needs to be accompanied 
and guided according to his specific needs 
towards participation to everyone’s wellbeing by 
helping people.

Promoting the value of hard work
A will that makes it possible for everyone to 
follow their talents through to the end thanks 
to learning how to work, to be critical and 
to express themselves through knowledge 
acquisition.
Challenge yourself to welcome a reality that is 
often larger and more complex, and remain free 
when facing failures and successes, and try to 
take the best advantage of them for the future.

Daring
A desire to shape man in all his dimensions 
under the look of God: the soul energy, the 
spirit unity, true feelings and body expressivity. 
Encourage boldness.
Promote commitment to serve truth. Give the 
taste to work for the transformation of our 
society through smartness, creativity and action 
in favour of people suffering from injustice.

Welcoming
An attitude that leads us to adapt ourselves to 
everyone, in a spirit of service and that belongs 
to the “quality approach” of the school.
Privileging the “living together”
A will to build together, and to use our 
knowledge and talents for everyone’s wellbeing 
in a spirit of benevolence so that everyone could 
feel considered and valued.

Daring 

A desire to create and develop talents by moving 
belong old habits and the weight of our history, 
in a spirit of boldness that accepts to challenge 
itself without defiance or nostalgia.

Sharing in trust
A behaviour that makes it possible for families 
and educators to serve as best as possible the 
development and the fulfilment of young people.

Accompanying
A will to stand by the families in their children’s 
successes and failures. Developing a positive 
look of faith and hope in everyone’s future.

Daring
Assert that every family must be able to choose 
our school without being held back by financial 
matters and that acceptable solutions must be 
found together.

3
For
the parents

approaches

3
For the teaching

and
non-teaching staff

states of mind

3
For
the pupils

requirements
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 14 hectares 
 1 900 pupils, students, trainees 
  and apprentices 
 220 teachers and trainers
 90 staff members
 50 classrooms equipped 
  with a video projector 
 2 language labs 

 6 innovating pedagogical wings
 8 300 m² of workshops
 1 DIC (300 m²)
 3 catering facilities
 1 boarding school for 400 pupils
 2 gymnasiums with outdoor 
  facilities 
 1 sports facility

 1 dojo for judo 
  and bodybuilding
 1 auditorium (300 seats)
 10  min from town centre
 5  min from Porte de Paris
 n°1 et n°7 bus linesKe

y 
fig

ur
es
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Jean-Philippe Lagneaux
+ 33 6 34 33 68 29
t-a@isaac-etoile.fr

Acknowledgments
Philippe Misery and all his team deeply 
thank all the advertisers whose support 
has made it possible to issue this 
brochure.

A financial contribution is asked to families. 
It adds to the subsidies and helps given by 
the State and the local communities.
The Isaac de l’Etoile School Complex 
desires to welcome all the youths who 
want to live our educational, pedagogical 
and catholic project. We ask for different 
contributions regarding the families’ incomes 
and the various financial helps a family can 
be granted. Scholarship pupils can come to 
Isaac.
On an indicative basis, depending on the 
wing chosen, the programme and the 
income, here is the average monthly fee per 
month for the 2015-2016 school-year:
• Financial contribution of the families: 

from €53 per month based on income 
(the average fee is €85)

• Half-board formula: €85 for 4 meals/
week, €105 for 5 meals/week

• Boarding school formula (accommodation 
+ catering): €313 for 6th-8th grades, €362 
for the HNE wing, €350 (on an indicative 
basis) for the other wings.

Our fees

• From 6th to 9th grades: the books are lent 
by the school

• For the 10th to 12th grades: 
parents subscribe to an association 
that helps them to pay for the books 
(ARBS: Association Rotarienne des 
Bibliothèques Scolaires). This association 
was created in 1965 to alleviate the family 
burden. It buys the school books and 
redistributes them.

The families
• give the cheque granted by the Region 

(to be asked by the Internet)
• pay an annual flat fee
• return the books at the end of the school 

year
Every family is free to subscribe or not 
(though the Internet).

School books

The Isaac de l’Etoile School Complex 
is entitled to receive the vocational 
education tax. Many companies have 
already trusted us and are thus giving 
us the means to improve and renew our 
facilities. It also enables to partly ensure 
the functioning of our apprenticeship 
programme.
If you also wish to bring us your help,
you can pay your tax in whole or in part.

The vocational
education tax

Contact
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Working…Reading…

The documentation and information centre
is a workplace opened from 8 am to 7 pm

For the 6th, 7th and 8th grades
 
• Train the pupils to documentary research and new medias: 

methodology, assessment of websites, information selection, 
data processing, syntheses

• Engage students’ interest in reading: the library offers a wide 
selection of youth literature, comics and a large collection of 
periodicals

For the other wings
 
• Individual support

• A school and vocational guidance centre



Following its educational policy, Isaac de l’Etoile promotes access
to arts and culture, and sports.

Encouraging an access to culture for everyone 

Quartier Libre, 
a place to innovate

Talents’ evening

A tool to create ties among everyone, youths and 
adults. Places where we can live together with our 
differences, in trust and respect.
The activities: workshops, entertainment, outings, 
shows, concerts… 
A state of mind: encourage to responsibility, 
commitment and autonomy, especially with the 
BDE (Bureau des Elèves) – the Students’ Bureau – 
through:
• Managing workshops: arts, games…
• Organizing permanent or one-time events
• Managing the common room and its bar 
everyday

A team every day to: Welcome, Listen, Encourage, 
Manage, Coordinate and Forge links.

Junior High School: computer-assisted music in 
a specifically equipped classroom 

Vocational culture: visiting companies, visits of 
professionals, conferences…

Several options dedicated to arts are offered.

General High School: arts history, theatre, 
artistic creations, heritage, applied arts section 
(ST2A), theatre plays and movies in foreign 
languages, meetings with the actors and stage 
directors, concerts…

In the different wings: trips abroad or in 
France to discover other cultures, practice foreign 
languages, visit museums, understand History.

For the Higher National Education wing: a 
financial help enables students to attend cultural 
events (thanks to the Carte Culture).

Accompaniments and activities dedicated 
to culture, arts and sports: photo workshop, 
comics, video, radio, music, manual creations, 
sewing workshop in English, going to movies or 
theatre, play chess, sign language, rugby, wrestling, 
Zumba, hip hop, futsal.

Visit of the Vuitton foundation by the ST2A
(applied arts section, 11th grade)
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Encouraging access to 
sports for everyone

Achieving a
double project

Physical and Sports Education
• Facilities on site: 2 gymnasiums, 1 dojo, 

1 climbing wall…
• A pedagogical project in constant evolution 

to make it possible for everyone to physically 
build themselves

• Various activities proposed to make it 
possible for everyone to develop their skills 
regarding their own resources, to discover 
sports…

Activities: acrobatic gymnastics, athleticism, 
badminton, basketball, orientation trail, dance, 
rugby, handball, futsal, judo, wrestling, body-
building, swimming, relaxation, table tennis, 
climbing, step exercises

When enrolling at Isaac de l’Etoile, it is possible 
for the youth to arrive with his own project, or 
to build one with our partners. We have signed 
agreements with:
• The Poitou-Charentes Tennis League 
• The Poitiers Basket 86 Training Centre
• The Regional Territorial Centre of 

the Poitou-Charentes Judo League
• The Poitou-Charentes CREPS
• The Stade Poitevin Triathlon
• The Motorbike French School of Chauvigny
• The Tennis Club of Val Vert
Other partners are:
• The female handball committee of Vienne
• The Club des Trois Cités for female football
• The swimming section of Stade Poitevin

Jeanne Sapin

Expressing one’s talents, commit oneself, take part 
in competitions with the UNSS and the University.

The U18 players of the PB86 – basketball –
wear the colours of Isaac.

Alain Renoux : +33 6 32 88 79 51
alain.renoux@ac-poitiers.fr

Contact

Isaac de l’Etoile encourages youth talents 
beyond their academic diplomas – in music, 
arts, sports…
The institution envisages the youth as an 
individual. Therefore, our pupils/students are 
given the opportunity to reach their potential 
in a “double project”.
As far as possible, the diploma course the 
pupil/student has started has to match 
an artistic, musical or sports success, to 
correspond to his potential.
At the beginning of the year, all the actors 
of his course meet – the young, his family, 
teachers, the boarding school, his coach, 
the federation… in order to settle a time 
schedule that make success possible on both 
sides.
Adjusted schedule classes enable the 
youth to follow all the compulsory education 
but also let him time to train, which is often a 
tool to succeed in this double project.
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Main President
Pierre BOIVIN : +33 6 27 96 49 27

6th to 8th grade Vice-President
Mélanie WEIBEL : +33 6 15 97 27 47

9th to 12th grade Vice-President
Magali GUIGNET : +33 6 15 97 27 47

Training Centre 
Vocational School
HNE
Vacant 

Contacts

APEL ASSOCIATION DE PARENTS DE L’ENSEIGNEMENT LIBRE
“IS ACCOMPANYING OUR CHILDREN’S FUTURE”

Introduction
• The most consequent parents’ association with 840,000 families
• Created more than 80 years ago
• Present in 6,500 institutions
• Tangible services: the magazine Famille & Education, the website 

www.apel.asso.fr, the national phone platform (+33 0 810 255 255)

Examples of actions led in Isaac
• Welcoming parents and pupils for meetings at the beginning of the 

school year or for Open Doors Day
• Welcoming the future 6th grades
• Class representatives among parents for each class
• Taking part in the various pedagogical and sports events
• Creating a questionnaire enabling every parent and/or pupil to express 

their feelings and expectations
• Financing and distributing gospels

Main missions
• Representing the families
• Helping and financially supporting class projects: journeys 

abroad, sports events, youth ministry…
• Conducting and participating to the life of the institution
• Listening to parents
• Participating to appeal boards

The liberty blow
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The Statue at Isaac

Unveiling the Statue
of Virgin Mary by Mgr Wintzer 
on September 9 th

Youth pilgrimage to Lourdes

The Chapel
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To respect everyone’s beliefs

Listening
Each one of us has a different experience of 
knowledge, faith, doubt or non-faith. The reason 
why this youth ministry exists is because we are 
looking for how to listen to everyone and join 
them on the way. People at this youth ministry 
are creating links and giving meaning.

Witnessing one’s faith
Headmaster Philippe Misery and the referent 
priest are missioned by the Archbishop of 
Poitiers to bring dimension to this. As there 
are two people on site to work at the youth 
ministry, propositions can be adapted to every 
age with the benevolent help of parents and 
other intervenors.

Walking together
Respecting everyone’s convictions, we propose:
• Programmes in religious culture and discovery of main religions
• Christian initiation to sacraments
• Liturgical seasons to celebrate great events in a Christian life, in the Isaac de l’Etoile community 

life, and in the steps of the youth Christian path: baptism, Holy Communion, profession of faith, 
confirmation of faith.

• Deepening of the faith for those who want to go further
• Highlights throughout the year, compulsory from 6th to 12th grades (from one afternoon to several 

days on school time): meet witnesses and discover what Christian commitment is in various fields 
such as religion, culture and solidarity.

• Commit oneself in solidarity actions: for Christmas for the 6th to 8th grades (this being linked 
to collective charities), blood donation by young adults, food bank drive, financial support to 
Opération Orange for the benefit of Sudanese children (with a visit of Sister Sara, successor of Sister 
Emmanuelle)…

• Participation to the meetings of the youth ministry of the diocese 
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• Individual support

• Class with 2 foreign languages studied

• Sciences as option

• English +

• Latin

• Computer-assisted music

• Aeronautics Initiation Certificate

• First-aid training

I build my pathway

for 6th, 7th and 8th grades
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I set up my school time

• Rhetoric

• Theatre

• European Club

• Guidance centre

I am supported

• Help and support / strengthening

• Multiple intelligences

• Educational values

• Solidarity

• Discovery of the world of work…

Jocelyne Bouvet : +33 5 49 30 32 56
secretariat-654@isaac-etoile.fr

Contact
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Nos objectifs

• Ease the transition from Junior High 
School to 10th grade

• Standardize the education and 
pedagogical practices

• Build one’s guidance project step by 
step

• Lead a double project: academic and 
sports, or artistic

My individual pathway in an adjusted schedule

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY
08:15-09:05
09:05-09:55
09:55-10:15 Break time Break time Break time Break time Break time

10:15-11:05

 
11:05-11:55
11:55-12: 45
12:45-01:35
01:35-02:25
02: 25-03: 15
03:15-03:30 Break time Break time Break time Break time Break time

03:30-04:20
04:20-05:10

  

• The pupil/student makes up his own pathway regarding 
his own needs, in relation to school, sports, culture, youth 
ministry, arts, multimedia… Registering online.

 Courses until 03:15pm at the latest

 Then, end of the afternoon dedicated to individual 
support, options and wing activities

* Lunch break lasting 50min to 1h40 min, regarding the options chosen

Follow-up and close work: relations with families (2 meetings 
per year, online follow-up of results and absences, direct relation 
with supervisors, reception hall and secretaries).

for 9th and 10th grades
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Our means Our education

Aurore Chouville : +33 5 49 30 32 50
secretariat-32@isaac-etoile.fr

Contact

• Support from 2 to 6 hours in an adjusted time 
schedule: support and knowledge deepening, opening 
up to religion, sports and culture.

• Foreign languages and European awareness: 
German, English, Spanish, Italian, Chinese (3rd FL)

 - European Section in English (start in 10th grade)
 - Bilingual classes in 9th and 10th grades (the pupil studies 

2 foreign languages on an equal footing)
 - Latin (9th and 10th grades), Greek (10th grade)

• Assessment throughout skills
 - 9th grade: common set of core skills to pass the GSCE
 - 10th grade: exploration of various fields such as 

economics, arts… And classroom practice

• School guidance (career forum, individual support, 
interviews…)

• High-level sportspeople and young artists are 
welcome in Isaac (adjusted time schedule and a 
supervising teacher for sportspeople).

• Preparing the Aeronautics Initiation Certificate

In 9th grade, common set of core skills, Latin, 
support and activities after class.

In 10th grade, exploring education to test your 
choices

• One is compulsory in economics: either social 
and economic sciences or principles of economy 
and sound financial management

• One among the following fields:
- Literature and human sciences: literature and 

society in an economic subject
- Scientific education: methods and practices of 

sciences, engineer sciences
- Languages: Chinese, Latin, Italian
- Arts education: creation and design, creation 

and arts, related to heritage

• Optional education: Latin, Greek, Theatre, 
Arts History, Italian, Chinese, European Sectio 
 in English

A school guidance wing
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Our meansOur goals

Follow-up and close work:
relations with families (2 meetings per year, 
online follow-up of results and absences, 
direct relation with supervisors, reception 
hall and secretaries).

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY
08:15-09:05
09:05-09:55
09:55-10:15 Break time Break time Break time Break time Break time

10:15-11:05
11:05-11: 55
11:55-12:45
12: 45-01:35
01:35-02:25
02:25-03:15
03:15-03:30 Break time Break time Break time Break time Break time

03:30-04:20
04:20-05:10

• Project yourself and build your 
post A-Level project (guidance thanks 
to a supervisor at the documentation 
centre, partnership with the 
Information and Counselling Centre, 
trade forum…)

• Get ready for the exam: test 
papers corresponding to the exam, 
individual support…

• Commit yourself to build your 
own project (opening up to cultural, 
spiritual, humanitarian and sports 
activities, European Section)

My individual pathway in an adjusted schedule

• A final cycle organization (11th and 12th 
grades)

  Class until 03:15 pm
  From 03:30 pm: options and various 

activities
  online registration

• Exam training: one test paper per week, 
mock examination

• Bridges between programmes 
throughout the 2-year pathway

• Get ready to Higher National Education: 
partnership with the Information and 
Counselling Centre, test papers in 
auditorium, forums…

Lunch break lasting 50min to 1h40 min, regarding the options chosen

for 11th and 12th grades

TP Sciences
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Our education

Nadine Lambert : +33 5 49 60 28 00
secretariat-lg@isaac-etoile.fr

Contact

School field
• Options
• Deepening of knowledge
• Support
• Methodology
• Supervised study

Extracurricular activities
• Youth Ministry
• Cultural activities
• Arts activities
• Sports activities

General education programme
• Common subjects in 11th and 12  grades
• Foreign languages taught: German, English, Spanish, Italian and 

Chinese. A third foreign language is possible: Latin or Greek
• Compulsory options and specialities linked to the programme 

(cf website www.isaac-etoile-fr)
• Optional subjects in every programme (theatre, Latin, Greek, Arts 

history, Italian, Chinese)
• European Section in English, History and Geography being 

taught in English + trips abroad

The three programmes prepare to higher Education (University, 
Classes Préparatoires aux Grandes Ecoles (classes to prepare 
students for the entrance examinations to the top-ranking higher 
education establishments), IUT, Higher National Diplomas…)

ES programme: Economics and Social Sciences
Programme based upon economics and social sciences, human 
sciences and politics, and mathematics to get prepared for Human 
Sciences studies.

L programme: Literature
Programme centred on literature, human sciences and languages 
(FL1, 2 and/or 3), together with Arts History and theatre.

S programme: Sciences with options 
(life sciences – SVT, or engineer sciences - SI)
Enables to follow studies in various scientific fields
Education based on experiments and practical work

Programme in the technological education
STD2A - Applied Arts and Technology
Possible optional subject: Arts History

Meant for pupils who have an artistic project
(HND in space design, object design…)

Accompaniment: from 2 to 6 hours 
in the academic and extra-curricular 
programmes

Programmes: Literature, Economics and Social Sciences, 
Sciences (life sciences or engineer sciences as options), 
Applied Arts and Technology (since September 2015) 

STD2A / Theatre

Applied Arts 
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Our courses

Accompaniment
• ULIS (Unité Localisée pour l’Inclusion Scolaire): make it possible for pupils 

suffering from handicaps to study with non-handicapped pupils

School guidance
• 9th grade: pre-professionalization

Transportation jobs
• 3-year vocational degree

Logistics jobs
• 3-year vocational degree

Driving and transport jobs
• Youth training in goods driving and transport in one year
• Youth training in goods driving and transport in two years
• Vocational degree in 3 years in goods driving and transport

High School specialized in maintenance, transportation and logistics 

Vocational High School wing

Industrial maintenance and production jobs
• 3-year vocational degree in maintenance
• 3-year vocational degree in production line 

management

Car maintenance jobs
• 3-year vocational degree, on passenger cars
• FCIL: additional training (post A-Level: sales 

advisor for electric and hybrid vehicles)

Lorry maintenance jobs
• 3-year vocational degree

Public works vehicles jobs
• 3-year vocational degree, the third year as 

apprentice
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Our means

Along the road to the world of work

Team Le Porteau

Partnerships

Recent and well-equipped workshops,  
like no other in Poitou-Charentes 

• 8,342 m² of workshops for all our courses

• 4 tracks dedicated to driving

• Driving simulators for lorries and cars

• Engine test benches and wheel test benches 
(double rollers)

• Brake tester bench: light and heavy vehicles

• Diagnostic devices for cars: 
PSA, Renault and multi-brand

• 2 new automobile air conditioning units: 
Valéo and Facom

• Supervised production line of 9 machines 
and lift equipment (industrial maintenance)

• 4 driving instruction vehicles for each category 
of driving license B-C-CE

• Software and equipment to manage stocks

• Warehouse with a high-rack storage area

• A Renault Formula race team

• Pupils and students involved in preparation 
and races

Exclusive ones
To adapt to positions at Peugeot-Citroen thanks 
to an additional training course during the car 
maintenance vocational degree

Multiple ones
All the companies that take part in our courses, 
all makes

Monique Renoux : +33 5 49 50 34 02
secretariat-lp@isaac-etoile.fr

Contact

	   TEAM	  
LE	  PORTEAU	  

	  
Une	   écurie	   de	   course	  
Formule	  Renault	  
Des	   élèves	   impliqués	  
dans	   la	   préparation	   et	  
sur	  les	  circuits.	  
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Higher National Education wing

Choosing a HND means:

• Opting for a 2-year graduating course to become 
an efficient and acknowledged professional (in 
some cases, in 1 year only)

• Opening up onto further professional degrees

• Having access to a well-balanced course between 
theory and practice (from 10 to 14 weeks of 
training periods, spreading over 2 years)

Being a student at Isaac also means:

• Subscribing and participating to the life 
of the students’ association that will support 
your projects 
(4L Trophy… http://www.4ltrophy.com/en/)

• Taking part in sports competitions with the 
University 

• Committing yourself in humanitarian affairs 
through the association ALFAH86

• Taking part in the various wing activities 
organised on Thursday afternoons (theatre, sports, 
languages…)

The Higher National Diploma 

End of school-year party organized
by the students’ association (AEPIE)
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Further professional degrees 
in 1 year after the HND

Estelle Guery: +33 5 49 30 32 60 
secretariat-bts@isaac-etoile.fr 

Contact

In tourism
(in 1 or 2 years)

In International Trade

In Transportation and Logistics
(in 1 or 2 years)

In Industrial Engineering
• Automotive aftermarket (industrial vehicles)
• Internal Combustion Engine

Work placements abroad: Isaac de l’Etoile is affiliated to Erasmus+
and Netinvet, 2 European programmes that ease students’ mobility.

• Management of International Exchanges, in partnership 
with the University of Poitiers

• Technologies Advanced and Applied to Vehicles, in 
partnership with the University of Poitiers

• Sandwich course in Tourism, in partnership with the CNAM

Our positions
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• Maintenance and aftermarket 
for public works and handling 
vehicles – apprenticeship 
contract

• Maintenance of systems – 
professional training contract

• Maintenance of vehicles for the road 
transport of goods – apprenticeship 
contract

• Maintenance of public works and 
handling vehicles – the first and 
second year being a classical school 
programme and the last year being 
an apprenticeship contract

Témoignages
« The centre helped me to find a 
company in my area of origin »

« My training is free 
     but I am paid »

« The quality follow-up carried out by 
my trainers and tutor makes me feel 
confident »

       « My trainers used to work 
                  in companies »

« We work in small groups and are 
supervised by a referring teacher »

« We work in new workshops 
that are equipped with the latest 
technologies »

« We dwell in a hotel 
on the Futuroscope site »

« My diploma is recognized and 
I have a lot of opportunities to get 
a job at the end of my course »

Training Centre wing

Higher National 
DiplomasVocational degrees
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Continuing education

• Specialized operator in compressed air maintenance 
for industrial vehicles – pre A-Level and professional 
training contract

• Advanced technician in commercial and industrial 
vehicle aftermarket – post A-Level and professional 
training contract

• Technician in the maintenance of handling equipment 
– post A-level and professional training contract with 
partners like Manitou, Toyota, Fenwick…

• Technician in the maintenance of public works equip-
ment – post A-level and professional training contract 
with partners like JCB, Liebherr, Loxam…

Tailor-made measures for salaried staff in fields such 
as heavy goods vehicles, public works equipment or 
handling equipment, in France and abroad

Christine Monnereau : + 33 5 49 50 34 12
admin-cf@isaac-etoile.fr

Contact

• In tourism: in partnership with CNAM  
Project manager and entrepreneur in 
tourism business

a training, a job

Professional degree Professional qualification certificate
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The Isaac de l’Etoile School Complex has decided to open up to the world,
especially Europe. Depending on the year and the level, we propose:

Education and training

Foreign languages
• Choose among 5 foreign languages: English, 

German, Spanish, Italian, Chinese 
• Initiation to Japan, Chinese, Russian, Arab 

during the wing afternoon activities 
Preparing certifications
• TOEIC
• Bulat
• Cambridge
• And one in German
Join specific sections
• European sections in high school: English and 

History-Geography in 11th and 12th grades
• European sections in Spanish in vocational high 

school
• Extra English from 6th to 9th grades
• From 6th to 10th grades: 2 foreign languages 

can be studied at the same level
Join our clubs
• European Club in Junior High School
• China Club in HNE

Trip to Prague

Trip to China



• Linguistic and cultural journeys organized during the foreign 
language courses (Italy, Germany…)

• Exchanges with Poland, Germany, Hungary… make it possible 
to create and keep ties with young people from other countries.

Partnerships
and programmes Journeys/exchanges

• Welcoming a foreign language assistant 
in Spanish thanks to the Eurodyssée 
programme

• Encouraging mobility

The Erasmus+ programme: 2-month 
work placements abroad make it possible 
for our students to get confronted to foreign 
languages, meet and exchange with other 
European citizens. Some students can be 
granted a scholarship. 

The Netinvet programme eases mobility 
for European students in International Trade 
and Transportation and Logistics

Welcoming and exchanging pupils/
students thanks to associations: opportunity 
to prepare the Bac in 4 years, 1 of them 
being spent abroad in a host family

Training for salaried staff through the 
Training Centre

The possibility to participate to the 4L Trophy rally
a humanitarian student Raid Rallye though Morocco 

http://www.4ltrophy.com/en/
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* More information on our website www.isaac-etoile.fr, section “live at Isaac”

• The main goal of the boarding school is to look for 
good working conditions for everyone, in order to 
achieve success in a living environment that favours 
the fulfilment of each one.

• Life at the boarding school must be considered in a 
climate of work, trust, respect and responsibility.

• The boarding school is a privileged space to learn and 
live together. It is a place that makes it possible to 
know each other, to meet, to understand the others 
and build together a shared knowledge and story, 
thanks to everyone’s wealth and difference, youths 
and adults.

• The MFM wishes to develop a family spirit. This 
requires setting up a frame, a functioning and a daily 
management that are close to what happens at home.

• Every situation makes it easier for youths and staff to 
meet.

• To finish, the MFM eases and encourages the youths to 
take initiatives and responsibilities.

• The boarding school welcomes boys and girls from 
6th to 12th grades.

• The new building is composed of 95 rooms, 9 being 
accessible to persons with reduced mobility. Rooms 
spread over 3 floors, with on each floor, an area 
dedicated to the 6th-7th and 8th grade pupils.

• The 4-bed rooms are 30m² wide. For each pupil: 
a working station (Internet access), a cupboard. 
Separated bathroom and toilets.

• On each floor, a lounge and a meeting place with a 
tea room

• The MFM is an externalized accommodation located 
à 10 minutes from the School Complex in the town of 
Chasseneuil-Du- Poitou, next to the Futuroscope, at the 
B&B Hotel, avenue des Temps Modernes.

• Targets: 11th and 12th grades from the Vocational High 
School, new pupils from 11th and 12th grades, the 
students from the HNE wing and the youth from the 
Training Centre wing.

• The MFM welcomes boys and girls.
• The youths are lodged in rooms of 2 or 4 with a 

mezzanine.

	  

La Maison des Futurs Majeurs (MFM)

• A hotel accommodation for the Training Centre students 
having attained the age of majority 

• Logiparc helps the students to find 
a low income housing

Accommodation for the Training Centre and HNE wings

Goals Goals

Introduction

Introduction

ON SITE OFF-SITE

Vincent Perlade : + 33 6 32 88 83 17
hebergement@isaac-etoile.fr

Contact
	  



* More information on our website www.isaac-etoile.fr, section “live at Isaac”

Every day for lunch, several possible choices for 
a full meal: starter, main dish (with vegetables or 
starch), dairy product and dessert

For Junior High School
• A coloured atmosphere with an original and 

clear signage
• An island setting to go faster
• A varied buffet of hors-d’oeuvre to prepare 

your own starter
• Verrines twice a week
• A milk fountain

For High School
• A contemporary, bright and warm place
• High-bar tables
• More secluded and comfortable spaces for 

more conviviality

A varied menu for a balanced meal in a 
convivial place
• A comprehensive range: sandwiches, mixed 

salads, paninis, crisps, desserts, beverages 
• “Grab-and-go” beverages, hot and cold
• An all-in-one formula for half-boarders, 

and various formulas for day pupils

A personalized offer that accompanies 
them throughout the 4 key-moments of 
their life at school: meals, leisure time, 
studying and rest.
• A balanced and full breakfast: in self-

service mode, with 5 components and 
changes every week

• A mid-afternoon snack that is 
different every day

• A varied dinner with 5 components, in 
self-service mode

• Innovating concepts with the Cuisine 
Workshops (cooking lessons to be in 
for a treat, a tea room…)

2 self-service counters

2 cafeterias

For the boarders

Vincent Perlade : +33 6 32 88 83 17
hebergement@isaac-etoile.fr

Contact
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Isaac de l’Etoile School Complex
62 rue du Porteau - CS 70019 - 86001 Poitiers Cedex
Tel. +33 5 49 50 34 00 - accueil@isaac-etoile.fr
www.isaac-etoile.frMake ta len ts  sh ine
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